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EASE Conference news

Promoting sustainability in scholarly publishing: the role of editors
23-25 June 2021
Virtual conference

We are busy putting the final touches to the programme, which includes
presentations, discussions and debates as well as some novel sessions so you can

network with your professional colleagues and EASE friends, old and
new. Registration is now open.

Poster exhibition and competition
If you have research on editorial topics please submit them for our poster exhibition.
There are awards for the best posters - see full details on the conference webpage. 

Regional Chapter satellite meetings
With the support of our Regional Chapters we are planning several regional meetings

the day before the conference - more news soon!
 

EASE conference: 

EASE
Forum Live!

What is the forum? The forum is a
series of breakout sessions where
c.10 delegates are brought together
to discuss a specific topic (e.g.
improving reviewer feedback, or
improving table layouts and clarity).
They are an opportunity to meet
people who share your interest, and
to discuss a subject that is important
to you.

We want your input!

What topics should we cover?

Click here to submit your
suggestions
Or email Mary -
secretary@ease.org.uk 

EASE News

Council nominations

The current EASE Council will
complete its 3-year term in June
and we are now seeking
nominations for new Council
members from you, the members.
Those already nominated can be
seen on the website - please check
them out here. If you would like to
help us shape EASE, influence our
strategy and our activities, please
read the guidelines and email Mary.
 

History of EASE -
Search for an
author/editor
Next year, in 2022, EASE will
celebrate its 40th anniversary –
quite a milestone! With this in mind,
we would like to consolidate the
wide range of documents and
resources that we already hold on
the history of EASE, look to plug
any gaps in the information and
then create various articles to be
published during 2022 in a range of
media.  
 
We are now seeking a volunteer to
compile and edit these resources. If
you think this would be an
interesting project, which you have
time to dedicate to it, please get in
touch with Mary -
secretary@ease.org.uk.

New articles:

Maintaining the integrity of
the scientific record:
corrections and best practices
at The Lancet group
Avoiding predatory journals
and publishers: a cross-
sectional study

Never miss an article - sign up for
alerts here:

 https://ese.arphahub.com

ESE is supported and hosted by
ARPHA

Other news

Imagining the Post-
COVID World of
Scholarly
Communication
A fascinating white paper from Cactus
Communications looks at transformations
to scholarly publishing which the
pandemic may make permanent –
preprints, AI and technology. It also looks
at revenue streams, sales, conferences
and the financial landscape. The paper is
also reviewed in a blog posting from David
Worlock entitled ‘The Diminishing
Importance of Journal Articles’.

Full-time and Freelance Science
Editor positions
Science Feedback is looking for a
full-time and several
freelance science editors to work on
writing and organizing reviews of
influential claims and articles in
collaboration with scientists and
academics. They are seeking
thoughtful, methodical, and rigorous
candidates with a deep commitment
to scientific objectivity. See more
here.

EASE conference: 

Workshops

We are hoping to run some online
workshops the week after the
conference to provide interactive
training. (These will be offered to
conference delegates at a
preferential rate.)  

What workshops would you like
us to run?

What workshops would you
like to attend?
Are you a trainer? Would you
like to offer a workshop?

Click here to submit your
suggestions
Or email Mary -
secretary@ease.org.uk 

EASE Events

EASE Webinars
Register for our FREE member
webinars - the next three are:

Tuesday 9 March – Research
integrity for editors
Thursday, 22 April - Quick guide to
manuscript peer review
Tuesday, 11 May - Sex and gender
considerations in research

Other news

Life Science Editors
Foundation
The Life Science Editors Foundation
(LSEF) has been launched as a non-profit
organization to accelerate equity in
science. It has announced the Justice,
Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (JEDI)
awards which will provide free scientific or
language edits for c.5 scientific manuscript
or grant proposals. Applications are invited
from ‘five scientists who face
disproportionately high and unfair
obstacles to career progression in
academic science’.

RSC retractions - paper
mills
The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) is
retracting 70 articles which it believes to
have come from a paper mill – individually
the articles appeared sound but taken
together have overlapping images and
used similar templates. 

Support for diversity and
author privacy
Both Wiley and the AAAS have revised
their author name change policy to allow
authors to change their names post-
publication without the need for a
correction notice.

Elsevier is now displaying the gender of its
journal editorial boards in support of
diversity.

Editorial Manager news
Aries has announced incorporation of
scite Smart Citations to check references
in submitted manuscripts using Editorial
Manager.

It also announced that its new manuscript
analysis API will integrate UNSILO’s
Technical Checks to ensure that
submissions follow journal guidelines.

Researchers prefer the
version of record
This Springer Nature report surveyed
users of ResearchGate to ascertain the
extent to which users prefer one version to
another and their attitudes towards
sharing and reading their own work in
different formats. The survey reached
1400 researchers and revealed that the
vast majority prefer the Version of Record:
83% say they greatly prefer to use and
cite the VoR in their research. The least
popular article version was the preprint.

To while away a few minutes ...
Amanda Gorman inspiration … If you
missed it then, don’t miss it now: Amanda
Gorman recites her poem at the US
Presidential inauguration. The power of
words.

As a result of ARPHA Platform's continuous
collaboration with the editorial boards at its client
journals throughout 2020, the full-featured, open
access publishing platform begins the year with a

list of updated and newly introduced features and services to meet the needs and wants of
the academic community. Find more on ARPHA's blog.

Thank you to our conference supporters
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